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Energy detection approach for sensing of spectrum is an extremely effective method of detection in comparison of other 
spectrum sensing methods when secondary user lacks adequate knowledge of primary user's channel conditions. Because of 
multipath propagation and shadowing effects, performance of energy detector employed in a cognitive radio system is 
severely influenced. In this paper, we have evaluated performance of energy detector over fading environment. Hypothesis 
testing was utilized for spectrum sensing to find out whether the primary user's signal was available or missing. Performance 
assessment for spectrum sensing using the energy detector was carried out primarily on the basis of probability of false 
alarm and probability of detection. We have examined the impact of SNR on probability of detection in order to assess the 
performance of spectrum sensing using energy detector. Also the receiver operating characteristic curve was plotted for 
performance analysis of spectrum sensing employing energy detector. In addition, we also examined the impact of threshold 
value on the probability of the false alarm. We have found that probability of detection improves when we increase the value 
of signal to noise ratio and use more number of samples. We have also observed that false alarm probability decreases when 
we increase the threshold value. 
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Introduction 
To detect unknown signal is very important task for 
many applications such as cognitive radio, CSMA 
network and RADAR systems. It is also supposed to 
be helpful in many new wireless networks 
technologies, for example for vehicle to vehicle 
communications, and application based on IoT where 
several devices are supposed to do sensing to 
communicate with one another. Due to this reason, a 
variety of detection strategies such as detection using 
matched filter, energy detection and cyclostationary 
feature detection were introduced. Energy detection 
approach for sensing of spectrum is an extremely 
effective method of detection in comparison of other 
spectrum sensing methods when secondary user lacks 
adequate knowledge of primary user's channel 
conditions. To assess signal of primary user, energy 
detector precisely calculates the energy level of 
obtained signal and then comparison is made with a 
specified threshold. Energy detector has received a lot 
of popularity due to its simplicity of execution, and is 
frequently used. Various surveys indicate that the 
strategy of static spectrum allocation results in 
inefficient use of bandwidth. Cognitive radio
1,2
 allow 
use of irregular intervals of unused frequency bands, 
known as spectrum holes. After using spectrum holes 
identified by sensing of spectrum, we can achieve 
higher spectral efficiency.
1–4
 There are two goals of 
spectrum sensing. First goal is that cognitive users 
should not create interference to primer users. Second 
goal is that cognitive users should effectively locate 
and utilize the spectrum holes. Using cooperative 
sensing, quality of detection can be significantly 
enhanced. Cooperative sensing
5,7
 is an appealing and 
effective solution to address problems of fading. 
Detection efficiency is not enhanced by improving 
receiver sensitivity if the primary user signal SNR is 
less than a certain amount and this value is known as 
the SNR wall.
8
 Cooperative sensing will considerably 
alleviate the sensitivity need and the hardware 
constraint problems. Although cooperative benefit 
can be accomplished in cooperative spectrum sensing, 
there are several factors that can restrict the 
achievable cooperative benefit. The aspects of the 
cooperation process, cooperative benefit, and 
cooperation overhead must be resolved in each 
cooperative sensing system. Sensing of spectrum is a 
significant task that is done by cognitive radio 








whether or not to transmit in primary user’s band.
9–13 
There are various kinds of schemes for detection of 
energy for spectrum sensing.
14
 
In frequency selective channels and under noise 
uncertainty, sub-band energy detection works very 
well.
15 
To address problems that occur due to fading, 
cooperative spectrum sensing based on relay can be 
used.
16 
It has been established that even with very 
small changes in fading severity, there is significant 
degradation in the performance of energy detector.
17 
For accurate detection of OFDM type primary user, 
spectrum sensing method based on Sparse frequency 
domain can be used.
18
 To access usable bandwidth, 
cognitive radio is an excellent thing for wireless 
networks in case of IoT.
19
 By utilizing multi-user 
diversity, cooperative spectrum detection method can 
be used to solve issue of multipath fading and 
shadowing.
20 
Energy detector approach can be used 
for improvement of tradeoff among probability of 
false alarm, probability of detection, and obtainable 
throughput.
21 
Spectrum sensing method based on 
generalized order statistics (GOS) can be used to 
assess the accurate false alarm probability and 
detection probability under noise uncertainty
22
. For 
performance assessment of a centralized cooperative 
spectrum sensing, influence of various impulsive 
noise conditions can also be taken into 
consideration.
23 
To optimize threshold value for 
Rayleigh fading channel, dynamic threshold 
dependent energy detection method can be used.
24
 For 
utilizing spectrum in optimal way, NC-
OFDM/OQAM system can be used after reducing 
PAPR with the help of available superior algorithm.
25
 
Remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. 
We have discussed hypothesis testing and spectrum 
sensing using energy detector over fading channel. 
Further, we have covered result and discussion and 
finally, we have concluded this paper. 
 
Hypothesis testing 
For sensing of spectrum, various hypotheses 
testing such as binary hypothesis testing, composite 
hypothesis testing and sequential testing is done. 
Neyman Pearson test and Bayes test comes under 
binary hypothesis testing. In case of Neyman-
Pearson test, detection probability
dP  is maximized 
for constraints of fP  where fP  is false alarm 
probability and maximum value of false alarm 
probability is given by . Neyman Pearson test is 




































 … (1)  
Here, )(y  represents LR, )( jHyf  
represents 
distribution for observation y with jH ,  {0, 1}, 
detection threshold is given by  . Detector conveys
1H  
when )(y > else conveys 
0H . Expected cost 















 … (2)  
Here, 
ijC is the cost function. So, we can say that 
Bayes risk is summation of possible combination of 
all costs. From the knowledge of )( iHP , LRT is 








































 … (3)  
Bayes risk can be minimized by declaring 
1H  
by 
detector when )(y  
>   and declaring 1H otherwise.  
In case of binary hypothesis test, distribution for 
both hypotheses is available. In case of unknown 
parameters of probability density functions, 
composite hypotheses test can be used. There are 
various approaches for composite hypotheses test 
and generalised likelihood ratio test is one of those 
approaches. In case of generalised likelihood ratio 
test, prior knowledge of unknown parameters is not 
required. In generalised likelihood ratio test, 
maximum likelihood estimates are used to evaluate 
unknown parameters. Generalised likelihood ratio 
test is reliable and simple to execute although it is 
not an optimal test. In cooperative sensing, 




powerful test and Rao test can be used for 
identifying weak primary user signals.
28 
Maximum 
likelihood estimates of unspecified parameter are 
not required in Rao test and it is asymptotically 
similar to generalised likelihood ratio test. For 
spectrum sensing, linear composite hypothesis test 
can also be used.
29 
For unidentified primary user, 
linear test statistics are generated. Once channel 
statistics are available, the locally most powerful 
detector's test statistics are determined as well. In 
j




Neyman-Pearson based likelihood ratio testing, 
sensing time is fixed because of fixed number of 
samples needed for testing SPRT can reduce time 
of sensing according to efficiency constraints of 
detection.
30 
In sequential probability ratio test, 
samples are obtained in a sequential fashion and 
comparison of test statistics is done with two 
threshold values λ0 and λ1, λ0 < λ1 decided by 
requirements of detection. For likelihood ratio is 
higher than λ1, we go for H1 otherwise H0. The key 
benefit of sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) is 
that to obtain the same detection efficiency, it needs 
a smaller number of samples on average than those 
fixed-sample techniques. Sequential probability 
ratio test's drawback is cost of collecting samples 
and the likely huge number of samples necessary to 
make the judgment leading to a longer sensing 
time.
31 
Sequential detection strategy with sequential 
probability ratio test can also be used for 
cooperative sensing.
32,33 
In this approach, a 
collaborative decision is made. 
 
Spectrum sensing using energy detector over 
fading channels 
Detection efficiency of energy detector can be 
evaluated primarily on the grounds of two criteria: 
fP  
and dP . fP  
express the probability of presence of 
primary user although actually, it does not occupy the 
band. dP  
express probability of actual presence of 
primary user. Since detection failure causes 
interference with the primary user and there is 
reduction in spectral efficiency because of false 
alarm, requirement is that dP  is optimal according  
to 
fP  
constraints. Evaluation of performance for 
sensing methods is done by curve obtained from the 
plot of 
dP  
with respect to 
fP  
and this curve is called 
receiver operating characteristics curve. Several 
conditions like multipath fading, shadowing, and the 
issue of receiver uncertainty can substantially degrade 
the detection efficiency during spectrum sensing.
1 
One of the components in the structure of energy 




















































 … (4)  
Here, represents signal to noise ratio and u
represents time bandwidth product. (.)
 
represents 
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 … (5)  
dP and fP are evaluated with the help of cdf of 
non-central and central distributions of chi-square
34,35 
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 … (9)  
fP  
is independent of conditions of fading. 
Detection probability dP  
depends on value of 
instantaneous SNR and is represented as
34
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 … (10)  
Here, )(xf
 
represents pdf of SNR under fading 
model. For urban and rural environments, there are 
numerous kinds of fading models. For multipath 
propagation in urban environments, Nakagami fading 
model is suitable. In the absence of line of sight 
communication in urban environment, when signal  
is obtained after several reflections then suitable 
model of fading is Rayleigh. Rician fading channel  
is used for the situation where line of sight 




Results and Discussion  
Energy detection approach for sensing of spectrum 
is an extremely effective method of detection in 
comparison of other spectrum sensing methods when 
secondary user lacks adequate knowledge of primary 
user's channel conditions. Detection efficiency of 
energy detector can be evaluated with the help of 
parameters such as 
dP  
and 
fP . Here, dP  express 





probability of actual presence of primary user. 
fP
express the probability of presence of primary user 
although actually, it does not occupy the band. Since 
detection failure causes interference with the primary 
user and there is reduction in spectral efficiency 
because of false alarm, requirement is that dP  is 
optimal according to 
fP  
constraints. Evaluation of 
performance for sensing methods is done by curve 
obtained from the plot of dP  
with respect to 
fP  
and 
this curve is called receiver operating characteristics 
(ROC) curve. For evaluation of performance for 
sensing methods, complementary receiver operating 
characteristics curve can also be plotted. When 
probability of miss detection mP  
is plotted with 
respect to 
fP  
then this curve is named as 
complementary receiver operating characteristics 
curve. mP  
is defined as dm PP 1 . 
In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, we have obtained plot of dP  
w.r.t. SNR when there are 512 and 1024 samples 
respectively. From these two plots, it can be said that 
as we increase value of SNR, detection probability 
increases. After comparing Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, it is 
clear that for any particular value of SNR, when we 
have increased number of samples from 512 to 1024 
then detection probability has improved. We have 
also done simulation and from Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 both, 
it is clear that theoretical values of detection 
probability for energy detector with respect to SNR 
are in good agreement with the simulated results.  
In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, ROC curve for energy detector 
has been plotted when number of samples are 512 and 
1024 respectively. After comparing receiver operating 
characteristic curve inFig. 3 and Fig. 4, it is clear that 
for any particular value of 
fP , there is improvement in 
detection probability if we increase number of samples 
from 512 to 1024. We have also done simulation for 
receiver operating characteristic curve and from Fig. 3 
and Fig. 4 both, it is clear that theoretical plots of 
receiver operating characteristic curve are in good 
agreement with the simulated results.  
In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, we have obtained plot of false 
alarm probability 
fP with respect to threshold value of 
energy detector. From these two figures, it is clear that 
 
 
Fig. 3 —Plot of ROC curve for energy detector when number of 




Fig. 4 — Plot of ROC curve for energy detector when number of 




Fig. 5 —Plot of probability of false alarm fP with respect to threshold 
value for energy detector when number of samples are 512 
 
 
Fig. 1 — Plot of detection probability 
dP  with respect to SNR for 




Fig. 2 — Plot of detection probability 
dP  with respect to SNR for 
energy detector when number of samples are 1024 





fP  decreases as we increase threshold value of 
the energy detector.  
We have also done simulation and observed from 
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 that theoretical values of false alarm 
probability with respect to threshold value of energy 
detector are in good agreement with simulated result. 
 
Conclusions 
This paper presents energy detector's performance 
analysis over fading environment. Energy detection 
approach for sensing of spectrum is an extremely 
effective method of detection in comparison of other 
spectrum sensing methods when secondary user lacks 
adequate knowledge of primary user's channel 
conditions. For spectrum sensing, hypothesis testing was 
used to determine if signal of the primary user was 
present or absent. Evaluation of performance for sensing 
of spectrum using energy detector was performed 
mainly on the basis of two factors: false alarm 
probability and detection probability. It has been found 
that the detection probability value becomes higher as 
we enhance the SNR values. Detection probability also 
enhances if we use more samples. For analysis of 
performance of energy detector, we have also obtained 
receiver operating characteristic curve. When we use 
more number of samples then also, there is improvement 
in detection probability for any particular value of false 
alarm probability. It has been claimed that false alarm 
probability changes depending on energy detector's 
threshold value. False alarm probability value has 
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